Materials and DVDs which may be checked out from Dawn in O’Fallon

Pastoral documents from Bishops in the United States: (number of copies listed)

Strangers No longer Together on the Journey of Hope (US Bishop’s Pastoral Letter booklet) 1 book 7 pamphlets
Welcoming the Stranger Among Us Unity in Diversity (Booklet, Statement of Conference of Catholic Bishops) 2 B 1 pam
Brothers and Sisters in Christ, A Catholic Teaching on the Issue of Immigration (Most Rev. Nicholas DiMarzio) 2
I Was a Stranger and You Welcomed Me (Pastoral letter on human rights of Immigrant Most Rev. Anthony B Taylor) 1

Other materials:

Pamphlet: Immigration What the Church Teaches (Most Rev Thomas Wenski for Our Sunday Visitor) 2
Is There Room For Me Catholic Digest Booklet on Immigration 1
Immigration Issue of the Wine Press with articles by authors or Precious Blood Congregations working with Immigrants 3
America magazine issue with article on Latinos in the U.S. Church and on immigration issues 1
Time periodical Issue with article on Dreamers 1
I Was Treated like an Animal on abuses of African immigrants held in West Texas Facility
International Migration booklet by Khalid Koser, Oxford University Press Booklet 1
A Better County Embracing the Refugees in our Midst Cindy M. Wu (workbook on forced migration, settlement) 2
Do They Hear You When You Cry Fauziya Kassindja (book: refugee’s journey from Africa to escape female mutilation) 1
“3 Reasons Immigrants are Key to Economic Growth Stuart Anderson article 3
Sheet of photos showing living conditions of Mexican family
Sheet listing organizations and the initials that they use

Materials on Islam: (understanding the religion and how terrorists do not follow its teachings)
A brief Introduction to Islam Imam A. M. Khattab of the Toledo, Ohio Islamic Center 4
The Life of the Prophet Muhammad made simple Dr. Farida Khanam 3 booklets
The Way an issue on Prayer in Islam 1
What Is Islam Maulana Wahiduddin Kahn 3

DVDS available from Dawn

The African Americans: evolution of African Americans over 5 centuries from slavery to freedom to the present
Endless Exodus earlier migration from Mexico and Central America, spirituality and the complexity of illegal entry
Gatekeeper Border Patrol Agent goes undercover as a Mexican Immigrant and is forced to live among the people
God Grew Tired Of Us the Lost Boys of Sudan tracks refugees struggles to adapt to the culture of the U.S (1 with guide)
The Good Lie 4 orphans of Sudan walk 1000 miles on foot in search of refuge, their coming to U.S. (2 with study guides)
Immigration: A 50 State Issue variety of issues presented U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops 2
Immigrant Prisons immigrants are housed for ICE in prison settings 1 DVD with additional articles
The Invisible Chapel San Diego outside location of chapel used for Mass for 20 years by mostly undocumented persons
destroyed by San Diego Minutemen 1
The Invisible Mexicans of Deer Canyon exposes living conditions (without running water, electricity, or sanitation) of day laborers in San Diego working in local landscaping, construction, agriculture, and tourism for some of the wealthiest Americans 1
Light in the Darkness; Not in Our Town Ecuadoran immigrant is murdered in a Long Island village and his brother, the mayor, and village residents try to address the underlying causes of violence and work to ensure safety and respect for all residents 1
Lost in Detention Under President Obama deportations and detentions reached record levels with more than one million deported. The detention systems separated families and reports of abuse and harsh treatment surfaced with no targeting of actual serious criminals in the process—beginning the issues which face us today. 1

One Border One Body accounts once a year gathering of bishops, priests and lay people who assemble on both sides of a sixteen-foot iron fence marking the border and the worshiping community. They have a con-celebrated Mass to attest to God’s love for all people. 1

The Line the poverty line, why people are poor, stereotypes of poor people, the rise in suburban poverty, consequences of poverty (PTSD, violence, crime, hopelessness) and the line dividing haves/have nots, helpers/those needing help, independent and proud/begging for necessities. 1

The Line in the Sand a series of interviews with a variety of people on the Arizona-Mexican border who were affected by migration in the area produced by Catholic Relief Services as a stage performance. 1

Posada 3 teenagers separately leave home for the U.S. All are detained by immigration and they tell their stories in relation to Joseph and Mary’s search for shelter before Jesus’ birth.

No Sanctuary Family detention by ICE, profit made by prisons. An older DVE as the current administration does not try to maintain family integrity in deportations. 1 with study guide

The Visitor a professor discovers a couple has taken up residents in his New York apartment and he feels compelled to assist them with the issues of migration. 3 copies